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Abstract
Ga˚rding et al. (Vis Res 1995;35:703–722) proposed a two-stage theory of stereopsis. The first uses horizontal disparities for
relief computations after they have been subjected to a process called disparity correction that utilises vertical disparities. The
second stage, termed disparity normalisation, is concerned with computing metric representations from the output of stage one.
It uses vertical disparities to a much lesser extent, if at all, for small field stimuli. We report two psychophysical experiments that
tested whether human vision implements this two-stage theory. They tested the prediction that scaling vertical disparities to
simulate different viewing distances to the fixation point should affect the perceived amplitudes of vertically but not horizontally
oriented ridges. The first used elliptical half-cylinders and the ‘apparently circular cylinder’ judgement task of Johnston (Vis Res
1991;31:1351–1360). The second experiment used parabolic ridges and the amplitude judgement task of Buckley and Frisby (Vis
Res 1993;33:919–934). Both studies broadly confirmed the anisotropy prediction by finding that large scalings of vertical
disparities simulating near distances had a strong effect on the perceived amplitudes of the vertically oriented stimuli but little
effect on the horizontal ones. When distances \25 cm were simulated there were no significant differential effects and various
methodological reasons are offered for this departure from expectations. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The recovery of metric properties of scene entities
from retinal horizontal disparities (h) requires that ac-
count be taken of the prevailing viewing geometry, such
as the distance to the fixation point (d) and the angle of
gaze (g). This is because variations in eye:camera posi-
tions cause variations in h and so allowance for viewing
geometry is required to disambiguate information
about 3D scene structure. Ga˚rding, Porrill, Mayhew
and Frisby (1995) have suggested that computational
theories for solving this problem can be grouped into
two classes.
One stage theories compute metric depth directly
from h using estimates of d and g. In some one stage
theories these estimates are recovered from visual infor-
mation, such as vertical retinal disparities (6) as in
Mayhew and Longuet-Higgins (1982), Porrill, Mayhew
and Frisby (1985) (see also Petrov (1980)), or slant-
from-texture (Frisby, Buckley, Wishart, Porrill,
Ga˚rding & Mayhew, 1995). In other one stage theories,
measurements are made of the eye:camera rig using
various calibration procedures. In human vision, this
amounts to the classic proposal that estimates of eye
positions are acquired from inflow and:or outflow ocu-
lomotor mechanisms.
Two stage theories are different in that they first
compute an intermediate relief representation of scene
surfaces without explicit use of estimates of viewing
geometry parameters. Ga˚rding et al. (1995) refer to the
processes used in this first stage as disparity correction.
The resulting output is sufficient for recovering surface
relief properties such as colinearity, coplanarity and
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depth ordering. Examples of disparity correction theories
are the def theory of Koenderink and van Doorn (1976),
the polar angle disparity theory of Weinshall (1990) (see
also Liu, Stevenson and Schor (1994)), and Ga˚rding et
al.’s own ‘regional disparity correction’ theory. These
theories use information in 6 about the prevailing viewing
geometry implicitly, rather than explicitly as in one stage
theories. For example, the regional disparity correction
theory is based on fitting a three-parameter polynomial
to regions of the 6 field, and then using the coefficients
so obtained to adjust values of h in a way that enables
surface relief properties to be recovered. The relief
properties made available by disparity correction are
invariant over viewing parameters used in the second
stage, called disparity normalisation. The latter stage
computes metric depth from the relief representation
computed in the first stage using information about the
prevailing viewing geometry from one or more potential
sources, visual and non-visual. Thus one stage and two
stage computational theories both finally produce metric
representations but they do so in qualitatively different
ways.
Note that if human stereo vision implemented only
disparity correction then observers would be able to
make qualitative judgements regarding relief but metric
properties such as degree of surface curvature and
amplitude would remain undetermined. In this hypothet-
ical case, observers asked to make ridge curvature or
amplitude judgements would be unable to do so since the
whole idea of quantitative differences in curvature or
amplitude would be meaningless. This is clearly false.
Shape constancy from stereo over varying viewing ge-
ometry is a property of human vision, to a greater or
lesser degree. This fact indicates that if a process of
disparity correction is used in human vision then it must
be followed by some kind of disparity normalisation1.
However, this consideration leads naturally to the ques-
tion: why should human vision begin its processing of h
with a relief stage if its output is to be subject to disparity
normalisation anyway? Why not simply compute any
desired relief properties from the output of a one-stage
process?
Answers to this question can only be speculative at
present. The most obvious is that computing a relief
representation using disparity correction is a computa-
tionally cheap way of delivering with high reliability
surface properties (coplanarity, convexity:concavity, etc)
that could be useful in their own right in several ways.
These might include helping to resolve ambiguities in
other visual processes, such as shape-from-shading. The
key points here are that estimating d accurately is
inherently difficult and that d errors have widespread
consequences for a one-stage process. Two-stage theories
confine errors in d estimation to their second stage, thus
protecting the recovery of relief properties.
Another conceivable advantage of a two-stage process
relates to the issue of pooling 6 disparity information.
The fact that 6 contains global information about view-
ing parameters (Mayhew, 1982) provides a good argu-
ment for pooling measurements of 6 from quite large
retinal regions. There is evidence that human vision does
indeed pool 6measurements (Stenton, Frisby & Mayhew,
1984; Adams, Frisby, Buckley, Ga˚rding, Hippisley-Cox
& Porrill, 1996; Kaneko & Howard, 1997). But how
should such pooling be effected? Peek, Mayhew and
Frisby (1984) demonstrated the computational feasibility
of using a Hough transform for pooling, parameterising
with d and g. Porrill and Frisby (1997), however, showed
that using those parameters leads to systematic under-es-
timations of d and g due to inappropriate allowance for
physiologically-plausible noise in 6. They demonstrated
that a computationally more robust way of parameteris-
ing a Hough transform is with the 6 field parameters
needed for regional disparity correction theory. Those
parameters are better designed in principle to cope with
noise in 6 than the d and g parameters. Porrill, Frisby,
Adams and Buckley (1999) have confirmed the value of
this approach by developing an ideal observer analysis
of the 6 pooling task. They also report psychophysical
evidence suggesting that human stereo vision may indeed
pool 6 measurements using Ga˚rding et al’s 6 field
parameters in the way predicted by the ideal observer
analysis. The upshot for the present discussion is that
perhaps one reason why human vision may begin its
processing of 6 using a disparity correction stage is
because the parameters required are inter alia a good way
of dealing with noise in 6. This is so even if the d and
g parameters are subsequently (and easily) computed
from Ga˚rding et al’s 6 field parameters rather than using
the latter only for relief computations.
Ga˚rding et al. (1995) introduced the term disparity
correction because this process can be thought of as
‘correcting’ for the effects of retinal eccentricity2 on h.
One way to think of it is as a process that uses
information in 6 to ‘unbend’ the Vieth-Mu¨ller circles
without estimating d or g. The ‘corrected’ values of h are
sufficient for recovering surface relief properties, so that
for example a peak in the ‘corrected h ’ output relates
directly to a peak in a viewed surface. The relief proper-
ties that can thereby be extracted remain invariant
whatever viewing parameters are used in a disparity
2 The Vieth-Muller (VM) circle is a head-centric geometrical con-
struct. Disparity correction compensates both for the slope of the
tangent to the VM circle which is an effect of gaze, i.e. head-centric
eccentricity, as well as for the curvature of the VM circle which is an
effect of distance. The amount of correction needed depends on
retinal eccentricity in both cases. Further explanation in Ga˚rding et
al. (1995).
1 This is true unless human vision supports a one stage process
which mediates metric stereo constancy, along with a separate dispar-
ity correction process for the recovery of surface relief properties.
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normalisation stage. That is, convex surfaces remain
convex, planes remain as planes, the depth ordering of
surfaces is preserved, etc.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 which is taken from Ga˚rding
et al. (1995). The lowest curve shows the cross-section of
a sinusoidally ridged surface. It was computed from a
stereogram by first applying the regional disparity correc-
tion model and then normalising that output using d25
cm and g0°. As those parameters were used in the
creation of the stereogram the lower cross-section repre-
sents veridical output. Consider now the other two
cross-sections. These were obtained by running the
disparity normalisation stage with d50 cm (middle
curve) and d100 cm (upper curve), with g set to 0° in
both cases. It can be seen that this d scaling creates three
consequences. First, the qualitative relief properties of
the surfaces remain intact. Peaks remain as peaks,
troughs as troughs. (Recollect that these relief properties
could have been computed from the corrected h field
directly; using disparity normalisation is a convenient
way of visualising the disparity correction output but it
is not essential for the purposes of finding relief features
in that output). Second, the peak-to-trough amplitude of
the ridges increases as d becomes larger. This reflects the
simple fact of stereo geometry that the h generated by a
given depth interval in a scene scales inversely with d2.
Third, scaling d leaves the curvature at the apexes of the
peaks and troughs unchanged. This can be appreciated
by imagining a circle fitted inside each apex: the radius
of the circle would be the same at all three d values despite
the large changes in ridge amplitude. Again, this reflects
another fact of stereo geometry (see also Rogers and
Cagenello (1989)), who pointed out that the second
derivative of the disparity field is invariant over d).
These various effects of d scaling are isotropic, by
which we mean they would be the same whatever the
ridge orientation. They would also be the same whatever
source of information supplies the value of d used for
scaling. This could be either 6, or vergence angle, or
accommodation etc, or some estimate of d obtained by
pooling two or more such sources of information.
Finally, they apply both to two-stage and to one-stage
theories. Indeed, if 6 alone was used to obtain the d
employed in the disparity normalisation stage then the
outcome from that particular two-stage theory would be
the same as that achieved by the one-stage theory of
Mayhew and Longuet-Higgins (1982).
So far we have considered the effects of scaling d when
using the output of disparity correction. We now turn to
discussing the effects on the disparity correction process
itself of scaling 6 to simulate different values of d. We
have said that disparity correction can be thought of as
‘unbending’ the Vieth-Mu¨ller circles. This amounts to
adding a vertical cylindrical function to the h field. The
radius of the cylinder required will be a function of d
because the size of the Vieth-Mu¨ller circles is determined
by the distance to fixation, i.e. by d. However, disparity
correction does not compute the required value of d as
an explicit parameter for this purpose. Rather, it can be
regarded as applying a particular vertical cylindrical
correction function whose radius is determined by
parameters describing properties of the 6 field that
implicitly take account of d. Because the parameters
fitted to the 6 field will be affected by d, if 6 is scaled to
simulate a change in d this will result in a different vertical
cylindrical correction function being used, and hence to
a change in the output of the disparity correction process.
The theory copes in a similar way with the effects of g
Ga˚rding, et al. (1995). The theory can readily be extended
to allow for cyclovergence and fixation error (Porrill et
al., 1985; Ga˚rding, Porrill, Frisby & Mayhew, 1996)
which is a considerable advantage of the general ap-
proach.
This property of disparity correction allows us to
derive clear predictions from the following very specific
two-stage hypothesis. If human vision implements a
disparity correction process then 6 scaling should result
in a change in perceived curvature around a vertical axis.
This anisotropic3 prediction holds for any viewed
Fig. 1. The effects of d scaling on relief representations. The cy-
clopean eye is located at 0, 0 (both axes in cm). The scaling factor k
is defined as the ratio d:d %, where d is the real viewing distance, here
25 cm, and d % is the viewing distance to be simulated by scaling.
Veridical output is shown in the lower curve for which d25 cm and
k1. The middle curve shows the effects of a simulated d % of 50 cm,
so that k25:50 cm 0.5. The top curve is for a d % of 100 cm, so
that k0.25. See Method section of Experiment 1 for further details.
Reprinted with permission from Ga˚rding et al., (1995).
3 Our use here of the term anisotropy in connection with added
curvature must be distinguished from the use of that term in connec-
tion with differential psychophysical effects related to physical surface
orientation effects (Rogers & Graham, 1983; Buckley & Frisby,
1993). This terminological point must be borne in mind when the
ridge experiments described below are being considered.
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surface. Thus a fronto-parallel plane should appear
bowed around vertical to become either concave
(nearer simulated d from 6 scaling) or convex (further
simulated d). The curvature of a vertical ridge should
be either enlarged or reduced by the added cylindrical
function. The curvature of a horizontal ridge around its
axis should be unaffected although a horizontal ridge as
a whole should be bent into a saddle or banana shape.
The prediction of anisotropy from our specific hypothe-
sis assumes that disparity correction is followed by
disparity normalisation which either does not use 6 for
d scaling at all or else uses it in conjunction with other
cues for d which can in many circumstances dominate
6, particularly for relatively small field stimuli.
This anisotropy prediction on the effects of 6 scaling
on fronto-parallel planes is consistent with Helmholtz’s
(Helmholtz, 1962) classic observation that a fronto-par-
allel field of vertical threads appears bowed around a
vertical axis unless beads are attached to the threads
(off the vertical and horizontal meridia). The role of the
beads can be interpreted as providing the 6 information
required for disparity correction. The anisotropy pre-
diction is also consistent with Rogers, Bradshaw, Glen-
nerster and De Bruyn (1992) and Rogers and Bradshaw
(1995) who found, in experiments not conceived as tests
of disparity correction theory, that scaling 6 makes a
fronto-parallel surface appear bowed around a vertical
axis. They found that the size of this effect is deter-
mined by the size of the field of view and there was a
trade-off between the d signalled by 6 scaling and the d
signalled by manipulating vergence. For the experi-
ments reported here, in which relatively small field
stimuli were used, these results suggest that the effect of
6 scaling on disparity normalisation will be at best very
weak (Bradshaw, Glennerster & Rogers, 1996).
These are encouraging results for disparity correction
theory but the anisotropy prediction for curved surfaces
has not yet been tested. Moreover, there is a need for
tests of quantitative predictions, whatever the type of
surface used. These were the goals of the present exper-
iments which used a task in which the observer had to
judge the depth amplitude of vertical or horizontal
ridges depicted in stereograms under a range of 6
scaling conditions. Obviously, the predicted change of
perceived curvature will be accompanied by a change of
perceived amplitude and so the choice of which to
measure is not an important matter of principle. We
chose to measure ridge amplitude because it is easier to
devise convenient psychophysical methods for measur-
ing the perceived amplitude of 3D curved surfaces than
it is to measure perceived curvature. The particular
amplitudes calculated for the purposes of generating
quantitative predictions of disparity correction theory
assume both that 6 is not used in the disparity normal-
isation stage and that the value of d used by that stage
is the veridical d at which the stimuli were actually
presented (50 cm). We assume that this d value is
supplied by sources of information other than 6, such
as oculomotor information. Of course, in practice that
information may be less than perfect. Also, 6 may be
given some role, albeit ex hypothesis a weak one in
disparity normalisation, at any rate for small field
stimuli of the size used here. We discuss these issues
further when the results are considered.
The anisotropy predictions from our specific two-
stage hypothesis are clear-cut. What of predictions
from other theories regarding the effects of 6 scaling?
Consider first the one-stage viewing parameter theory
of Mayhew and Longuet-Higgins (1982) which takes
account both of the Vieth-Mu¨ller circles effect on h and
the d scaling effect on h. Ga˚rding et al. (1995) calcu-
lated the relative sizes of these two components on
predicted perceptions of ridge amplitudes for different
amounts of 6 scaling. They showed (their fig. 12; see
steep dotted line here in Fig. 2) that the isotropic d
scaling effect strongly dominated quantitatively the an-
isotropic Vieth-Mu¨ller circles effect. Hence, in practice,
the Mayhew and Longuet-Higgins (1982) one-stage the-
ory makes isotropic predictions regarding the effect of 6
scaling on perceived ridge amplitudes.
Consider next predictions from a two-stage theory in
which 6 is also used in the second normalisation stage.
As already observed above in connection with Fig. 1,
this theory produces the same outcomes as the one-
stage Mayhew:Longuet-Higgins theory. Thus this two-
stage theory also predicts isotropic effects from 6
scaling because of the way the d scaling effect in the
normalisation stage strongly dominates quantitative
predictions. This is an important point that needs em-
phasis to clear up certain misunderstandings in the
literature. Thus Howard and Rogers (1995) state:
‘‘.....all three models (disparity correction, deformation
and Mayhew:Longuet-Higgins) predict that introducing
a horizontal gradient of vertical disparities to simulate
surfaces at different distances will affect perceived cur-
vature in a horizontal but not in a vertical direction
(p.305).’’ This is true but seriously misleading. The
anisotropic effect deriving from the stereo geometry of
the Vieth-Mu¨ller circles applies to all theories but be-
cause it is quantitatively small compared with the d
scaling effect, in practice the Mayhew:Longuet-Higgins
theory makes isotropic predictions in the effects of 6
scaling on perceived amplitude. This is why anisotropy
is a distinctive prediction of disparity correction theory.
Another point worth making at this juncture, to help
clarity, concerns the quite different predicted effects of
6 scaling on curvature within the disparity correction
and disparity normalisation stages of two-stage theory.
Scaling 6 causes disparity correction to alter surface
curvature by the addition of a vertical cylindrical func-
tion–an anisotropic curvature effect. In contrast, the d
scaling effected by a disparity normalisation process
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Fig. 2. Group mean data from Experiment 1: depth radius settings on the ‘apparently circular cylinder’ task as a function of the vertical disparity
scaling factor k designed to simulate the effects of the various viewing distances shown. The error bars are 91 S.E. See text for details.
leaves curvature unchanged at the apexes of ridges, as
explained above in connection with Fig. 1, while at the
same time causing a large change in ridge amplitudes.
This is true whatever information is used to obtain d,
be it 6 or vergence etc. Moreover, for our specific
two-stage hypothesis, in which 6 is not used for dispar-
ity normalisation (or at best weakly for small field
stimuli), the anisotropic effect caused by 6 scaling in
stage one escapes being obliterated quantitatively by
the subsequent disparity normalisation stage. That is,
for our specific hypothesis, the predicted anisotropy
generated by disparity correction under 6 scaling is not
dominated by a subsequent 6 scaling effect within the
disparity normalisation stage. This is because the latter
is assumed to make little or no use of 6, at any rate for
small field stimuli.
There is now considerable evidence supporting the
latter assumption. Rogers and Bradshaw (1993) re-
ported evidence that the perceived amplitudes of a
central patch of horizontal 3D sine wave surfaces can
be altered by setting them within a large field of sur-
rounding texture (7080°) and then 6 scaling periph-
eral elements to simulate different values of d. This
finding clearly suggests that 6 is used in some circum-
stances for disparity normalisation (although 6 changes
alone did not provide 100% constancy). However,
Rogers and Bradshaw also reported that 6 scaling had
little or no influence for small stimuli (say, up to
10–20° diameter) for which the competing effects of
vergence cues to d seemed to win out. Bradshaw et al.
(1996) have confirmed this conclusion. Also, Rogers et
al. (1992) and Rogers and Bradshaw (1995) report
similar results for a fronto-parallel plane task (nulling
the effects of 6 scaling by adjustments to h). This
evidence on the importance of stimulus size is in keep-
ing with the findings of Cumming, Johnston and Parker
(1991) who failed to find effects from scaling 6 on
perceptions of the amplitudes of horizontal cylindrical
surfaces of small size (about 11° according to Howard
and Rogers (1995); the original report does not specify
the size). They did find a clear effect on those percep-
tions from manipulations of vergence angle (Rogers &
Bradshaw, 1995), indicating that their task and appara-
tus would have been able to pick up a 6 scaling effect
had it been there. Further evidence that performance
on metric tasks for small field stimuli is affected weakly
or not at all by manipulating 6 was provided by Sobel
and Collett (1991). They failed to find any effects on
the perceived size of a step in depth using circular
displays of maximum diameter 2530° when 6 was
scaled to simulate patterns characteristic of various
distances to the fixation point. For all these reasons, it
seemed reasonable to suppose that there would be little
or no disparity normalisation effect from 6 in the
studies we report here which used fields of relatively
small size (1010°)
To summarise: the goal of the present paper was to
test the hypothesis that human vision implements a
disparity correction process to compute relief represen-
tations which are subsequently subjected to some form
of disparity normalisation that makes little if any use of
6 for relatively small fields of view. The experimental
question was: can the predicted anisotropic effects of 6
scaling characteristic of a disparity correction process
be found for small fields of view depicting stereograms
of non-planar surfaces, specifically ridges? Two experi-
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ments are described that test quantitative predictions.
Measurements were taken of the perceived depth ampli-
tudes of vertical or horizontal ridges depicted in
stereograms under a range of 6 scaling conditions.
Given the anisotropy prediction, the perceived ampli-
tudes of vertical ridges should be affected by 6 scaling,
but the horizontal ridges should be bent into a saddle
or banana shape leaving their perceived amplitudes
unchanged. On the other hand, if 6 were used to
compute metric depth in a one stage process or in both
phases of a two stage theory (even for our small size
stimuli), then 6 scaling should result in changes in
perceived amplitudes for both vertical and horizontal
ridges. Testing this anisotropy prediction was our goal.
Previous work has not explored the effects of 6
scaling on both vertical and horizontal curved surfaces.
Cumming et al. (1991) used only horizontal cylindrical
ridges, which was sufficient for their purposes (testing,
in our terminology, for the effects of 6 scaling on
disparity normalisation, and:or on a one-stage compu-
tation of metric structure). However, asking observers
to make judgements based on perceptions of the ampli-
tudes of only horizontal ridges is insufficient to test the
prediction from disparity correction theories that 6
scaling should add a vertical cylindrical function. Brad-
shaw et al. (1996) also used only horizontal
corrugations.
Another new feature of our experiments is that we
compare results from the ‘apparently circular cylinder’
judgement task used by Cumming et al. (1991) with
data on perceived ridge amplitudes using the subjective
estimation task of Buckley and Frisby (1993).
2. Experiment 1: elliptical half-cylinders
2.1. Task, apparatus and stimuli
Experiment 1 used a task closely modelled on that of
Cumming et al. (1991) (Johnston, 1991). Each trial was
conducted as a method of adjustment in which the
observer used mouse button presses to move through a
series of pre-computed stereograms of convex elliptical
half-cylinders and choose the one which appeared to
them to have a circular cross-section. The stimuli were
1010 cm (field of view 11.4° square) so that the size
of one half-axis of the ellipse was fixed at 5 cm. The
other half-axis size was the depth radius of the cylinder
and this ranged from 3 to 8 cm in 2 mm steps. Hence,
as for Cumming et al., a half-cylinder of 5 cm depth
radius would have been a veridical choice for a circular
cross-section. Scanning eye movements were allowed
but observers were asked, when making their final
judgements, to fixate a central 2 mm diameter circular
target arranged to generate zero gaze and eye elevation
angles. This was the point of fixation for which the
imposed 6 scalings were geometrically correct. Care was
taken to render invisible all features surrounding the
stimuli, including the border of the monitor screen
which was masked by black card. This precaution was
to prevent regions of the visual field surrounding the
scaled target stimuli providing 6 information in conflict
with, and possibly over-ruling, that provided by the
targets of interest. This is an important safe-guard in
view of Rogers and Bradshaw (1993, 1995) findings on
the potential importance of peripheral retina in 6 pro-
cessing. Presentations were controlled by a mechanical
shutter system fixed to a head-rest which controlled
head movements. Inserted into this head-rest were red:
green filters whose absorption spectra were closely
matched to the red:green colours on the screen by
tuning the latter until, in our judgement, good binocu-
lar separation of the left and right stereo halves was
achieved.
The stereograms were red:green random-dot
anaglyphs depicting 3D surfaces with 22 dots:deg2 on a
dark background. Each dot subtended about 2 min of
arc. They were displayed in a darkened room on a
SUN4 colour monitor (model CPD 1790, 0.26 mm
pitch). The linearity of the monitor was checked by
measuring a grid of 1 cm squares on the screen with
vernier callipers. Despite the parallax problem in using
callipers caused by the thickness of the glass monitor
screen, we judged that the monitors had adequate lin-
earity for our purposes. Anti-aliasing was not used as it
was unavailable with our (vector) graphics card. How-
ever, we do not think this limitation had any important
bearing on our main concern, which was to compare
the effects of 6 scaling on vertical and horizontal ridges,
because any consequences in terms of pixel quantisa-
tion effects would apply equally to each stimulus type.
The off-line creation of the stereogram sequences
adjusted the vertical positions of dots on the screen
using a scaling factor k defined as the ratio d:d %, where
d was the real viewing distance to the fixation point of
50 cm and d % was the viewing distance to be simulated
by the scaling process. A k of 1:6, for example, created
images for a d % of 300 cm. Seven k factors were used;
1:6, 1:4, 1:2, 1, 2, 4, and 6, with the scaling shared
equally between the two eyes. Fig. 2 gives the simulated
viewing distances implied by these scalings. With k1
the graphics program generated random dot
stereograms of the series of half-cylinders with correct
perspective (in terms of disparity–the random dot tex-
ture throughout remained consistent with a flat sur-
face). With k set at any other value horizontal dot
co-ordinates were left unaltered but shifts in vertical
co-ordinates were effected to ensure that appropriate
values of 6 would arise for the chosen viewing distance
d %. In all cases, the imposed changes for g were set to
0°. (The values of 6 generated when stimuli are viewed
are to first order unaffected by scene depth structure,
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being determined only by the positions of the eyes and
the retinal eccentricity of texture element locations:
Mayhew (1982). Consequently, our manipulation of
vertical dot co-ordinates on the screen using k had as
its goal the generation of stimuli which, when viewed
with fixation held on the central point, would generate
vertical retinal disparity values signalling a desired d %.
This point needs to be borne in mind when, for succinct
expression, we use the phrase 6 scaling.)
The efficacy of the computer graphics program was
confirmed by taking the computed (not measured on
the screen) co-ordinates of the dots and calculating the
projections of each stereo half on to left and right
planes that approximated retinal image projections.
These projections took into account that the eyes were
converging on the fixation point at the 50 cm screen
distance. Our requirement was that the vertical dispari-
ties and eccentricities of points on the retinal projec-
tions should be consistent with the different simulated
viewing distances and with the particular values of
gaze, here always 0°. We checked this by using image
element locations in the retinal projections as input to a
Hough transform designed to discover the values of d
and g (Peek et al., 1984; Adams et al., 1996; Porrill &
Frisby, 1997). Each stimulus produced peaks in the
Hough accumulator entirely in agreement with the sim-
ulated d of the vertical disparity scaling. This was true
for both horizontal and vertical ridges and also when
the quantisation of the display was modelled.
Contour edge cues to the 3D cylinders were removed
by the use of a jagged contour at the top and bottom
edges of the vertical cylinders and at the left and right
edges of the horizontal cylinders. This was a further
difference from the stimuli of Cumming et al. (1991)
whose half-cylinders had straight edge borders created
by the way they emerged from a flat random dot
background. Outline cues can be very powerful in
stereograms (Youngs, 1976; Buckley, 1988; Buckley &
Frisby, 1993). Our stimuli had a black background,
yielding clear outlines to the dot textures that formed
the stimuli, which is why we decided that this was an
important factor to control in our experiments.
2.2. Obser6ers
The seven observers (five women and two men, aged
between 24 and 35 years) were volunteers with normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, and stereoacuity of 50 s
arc or better (screening with the Titmus Randot Test).
A total of four of the seven participants were inexperi-
enced psychophysical observers and naive to its pur-
pose. Data for the remaining three, which included two
authors (SDHC and JMH), did not differ qualitatively
from other observers.
2.3. Design and procedure
Each observer took part in two experimental ses-
sions, one using vertically-oriented and the other hori-
zontally-oriented half-cylinders. Order effects were
controlled by four observers seeing the vertical stimuli
first and three seeing the horizontals first. There were
two presentations of each stimulus, the means of which
formed the raw data from each observer for each
condition submitted to statistical analyses. Presenta-
tions within sessions used a different random order for
each observer, with the second presentation of the
stimuli being in the reverse order to the first. Written
instructions were given at the start of the experiment
which were amplified orally as necessary. The instruc-
tions asked the observer to adjust, via mouse button
presses and in an unpaced manner, the shape of the
surface until it appeared to be circular in profile. They
were asked to make sure they had been fixating the
central target when they pressed the button to record
their choice. Observers were allowed to move up and
down within the range of cylinder amplitudes taking as
much time as they required: in practice each trial took
about a min. Before opening the shutter to launch a
trial the experimenter set each stimulus to a random
starting position except that this position was never
allowed to be a circular cylinder. Also, each stimulus
was presented once with the starting position showing a
cylinder with half-axis greater than 5 cm and once with
it less than 5 cm. After reading the instructions the
appearance of a circular half-cylinder was demon-
strated to the observer both by showing the observers a
real circular cylinder with 5 cm radius, a coffee tin
painted with dots, and by showing an anaglyph of a
half-cylinder of circular cross-section for the actual
viewing distance of 50 cm (k1 for this stimulus, so
that it would generate 6 appropriate to d50 cm). This
stereogram was also shown prior to each experimental
trial to re-familiarise observers with the appearance of a
half-cylinder of circular cross-section. In addition, each
experimental session began with practice at selecting a
circular half-cylinder from a series of elliptical half-
cylinder stereograms, all created with k1. We as-
sume, from the formal and informal instructions and
introspective comments, that observers performed the
task as one of judging whether the amplitude of the
ridge matched its half-diameter but of course one can-
not be entirely certain on this point. Feedback was
given following the practice runs. Cumming et al.
(1991) did not report using feedback but without it we
found that the ‘apparently circular cylinder’ judgement
task was very difficult for inexperienced psychophysical
observers and by no means easy for experienced ones.
A 5 min rest separated the two sessions, which together
lasted for 30–40 min.
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2.4. Results and discussion
The group mean results from Experiment 1 are given
in Fig. 2 which shows the depth radius needed for
achieving a ‘perceived circular cylinder’ as a function of
the scaling factor k. The standard error bars reflect
variations between the means of the seven observers.
Equivalent graphs plotted for each observer individu-
ally showed a similar pattern. It can be seen that the
means for the horizontal cylinders were similar whereas
those for the vertical ones varied more strongly with k.
A two-way ANOVA showed a significant overall effect
of scaling (F6,3611.61, PB0.001) and there was a
significant cylinder orientation x scaling interaction
(F6,364.84, PB0.05; here and throughout this paper,
cited significance levels are those obtained following
conservative epsilon tests for departures from covari-
ance homogeneity assumptions). Investigation of the
interaction using conservative Tukey HSD tests showed
a significant difference (PB0.01) between vertical and
horizontal stimuli for the k6 and k4 conditions
(respectively equivalent to simulated d8.3 and 12.5
cm). The difference for k2 (d25 cm) is also signifi-
cant using the less conservative t-test (PB0.01). As can
be seen from Fig. 2, the results for k1:6, 1:4, 1:2, and
1 were similar and almost within the inter-observer
errors bars (but of course, these error bars do not
reflect the error term used in the ANOVA as that was
a repeated measure design).
Quantitative predictions from our specific disparity
correction hypothesis are shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed
lines. They were computed using equations from
Ga˚rding et al. (1995) (Appendix A). The results in Fig.
2 are in good qualitative and reasonable quantitative
agreement with predictions. The predicted effects for
kB1 are small (c.50.5 cm) and, given the difficulties
reported by observers with the ‘apparently circular
cylinder’ task, it is perhaps not surprising that all the
differences in that region of the plot proved non-signifi-
cant. Also bear in mind that the amplitude step size was
0.2 cm: a finer scale would have been pointless given
observer difficulties but this is nevertheless quite coarse
in relation to predicted differences in the kB1 region.
For the horizontal cylinders, means for k\1 are close
to the predicted baseline of 5 cm for k2 and 4 but
they rise above this line for k6 (F6,364.51, PB
0.05, for the horizontal stimuli, in a separate one-way
ANOVA). This suggests a d scaling effect for this
extreme value but the effect was small and clearly in
need of confirmation, which was one of the objectives
of Experiment 2. For the vertical cylinders, the ob-
served effect for k2 was almost exactly as predicted,
for k4 and 6 it was c.62% of predictions (calculated
as the distance of the size of the effect from the zero
effect line as a proportion of the distance of the theoret-
ical predictions from the zero effect line).
The data are clearly far removed from the alternative
predictions shown in Fig. 2 by the steep dot-dash line,
which applies to both the vertical and horizontal cylin-
ders. This line gives predictions from any theory in
which 6 disparities are used for either (a) direct compu-
tation of metric depth, i.e. as in a one stage theory, or
(b) both the disparity correction and disparity normali-
sation stages of two stage theories.
In interpreting Fig. 2, note that the theoretical expec-
tations of disparity correction theory can be thought of
as the distance between the fronto-parallel plane at the
base of the cylinder and the Vieth-Mu¨ller circle, at a
point 5 cm from the fixation point. Note also that the
depth radius set for vertical half-cylinders is shown as
increasing with increasing k. This is because increasing
k leads to patterns of 6 disparities characteristic of a
nearer d, for which a greater ‘unbending’ of the Vieth-
Mu¨ller variation in h is appropriate. As the experiment
utilised convex half-cylinders, this increased ‘unbend-
ing’ would manifest as a flattening in perceived half-
cylinder amplitude, and hence the choice of a larger
cylinder amplitude (injection of increased h) to offset
this flattening and reinstate the perception of an ‘appar-
ently circular cylinder’. If we had used concave half-
cylinders then increasing k would have been expected to
give an enlargement of perceived amplitude. We have
confirmed this prediction informally for ourselves as
observers.
3. Experiment 2: parabolic ridges
The data from Experiment 1 confirm the anisotropy
prediction from our specific disparity correction hy-
pothesis. Nevertheless, we wished to test this prediction
avoiding the circular cylinder judgement task used by
Cumming et al. (1991). We have already noted the
difficulty that many of our observers had with this task.
We suspect that these difficulties may derive from the
fact that cylinders generate shallow disparity gradients
in the central region of the stimulus, steep disparity
gradients towards the edges, and at the very edges the
gradients become infinite. One way of avoiding these
problems (Buckley & Frisby, 1993) is to choose ridges
with parabolic rather than circular cross-sections, and
to substitute a ridge amplitude judgement task for that
of judging an ‘apparently circular cylinder’. Experiment
2 used this approach to check conclusions from Exper-
iment 1.
3.1. Method
Observers were asked to judge, at their own pace, the
amplitude of vertical and horizontal parabolic ridges.
This was done after training in the use of a matching
scale showing a series of 12 2D parabolic ridge profiles
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Fig. 3. Group mean data from Experiment 2: amplitude judgements
for parabolic ridges of varying amplitude but all with a vertical
disparity scaling of 1. The error bars are 91 S.E.
scanning eye movements were allowed but observers
were asked to fixate a central 2 mm diameter circular
target situated at the peak of each stimulus when
making their final judgements. This was the point of
fixation for which any imposed k scaling was geometri-
cally correct. The preponderance of non-scaled stimuli
added variety to the range of amplitudes shown, and
thus avoided observers learning an expectation that
their subjective estimations should all be rather similar.
These non-scaled stimuli also allowed a test of whether
the participants could make the amplitude judgements
accurately which they proved able to do (mean judge-
ment errors for the non-scaled stimuli were within 6%
of veridical; Fig. 3).
The vertical and horizontal sessions were separated
by 1–7 days. Half of the observers were run first on
vertical ridges, the other half on horizontal. Each ses-
sion began with a 10 min training procedure, using real
parabolic ridge stimuli with amplitudes of 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 cm at a 50 cm viewing distance (Buckley & Frisby,
1993), followed by a practice trial without feedback of
a stereogram of a parabolic ridge with a 4 cm ampli-
tude from which the data were discarded. The instruc-
tions encouraged the observers to use any fractional
values they thought suitable for their amplitude judge-
ments to the experimental stimuli. However, inspection
of the raw data showed that most judgements used
integer values, and that deviations from doing so
tended to be to the nearest 0.5 cm. The stimuli were
presented in a different random order for each ob-
server. Each stimulus was presented twice, the second
with amplitudes of 1–12 cm in 1 cm steps. The base of
the parabolic ridges was 88 cm on the screen (field of
view 9.15° square). A total of eight amplitudes were
used, ranging from 1 to 8 cm in 1 cm steps, although
only ridges with 3, 5 and 7 cm amplitudes had k scaling
for simulated viewing distances other than the real
viewing distance of 50 cm. The k values used in Exper-
iment 1 were again used here. As in Experiment 1,
Fig. 4. Group mean data from Experiment 2: parabolic ridge amplitude judgements as a function of the vertical disparity scaling factor k. The
error bars are 91 S.E. To avoid cluttering the figure, predictions are not shown for one-stage theory, or equivalently for two-stage theory in
which both disparity correction and disparity normalisation are achieved using 6 disparities. However, it will be appreciated by comparison with
Fig. 2 that the data are far removed from the predictions of those two schemes.
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presentations being in the reverse order to the first. The
mean of the two judgements was used for statistical
analysis. Each session lasted 40–50 min. The six ob-
servers (three women and three men, aged between 18
and 35 years) were volunteers with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, and screened for 50 s arc or better
stereo acuity. All but two participants were inexperi-
enced observers and naive to the experimental purpose.
The other two had taken part in the previous experi-
ment but their data did not differ qualitatively from
those of the naive observers.
3.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 4 shows the group mean judged amplitudes and
standard error bars from Experiment 2. The same
general conventions are used as in Fig. 2 except that
because the task was not a nulling task the predicted
values for the vertical cylinders are now for a decrease
with increasing k. The three pairs of plots show results
for ridges with amplitudes of 3, 5, and 7 cm. The
dashed horizontal line for each amplitude serves as a
guide for judging what would be expected if no k
scaling effect had occurred and all judgements had been
veridical for k1. The dashed oblique lines show
predictions from the disparity correction hypothesis for
the vertical ridges.
As for Experiment 1, an ANOVA revealed an overall
significant effect of scaling (F6,3010.96, PB0.001).
There were no significant interactions involving the
factor of baseline ridge amplitude but there was the
predicted significant interaction showing that the effect
of k scaling depended on the orientation of the surface
(F6,306.29, PB0.05). Tukey HSD tests showed this
interaction to be due to significant differences between
vertical and horizontal stimuli for the k6 (PB0.01)
and k4 conditions (PB0.05). Unlike Experiment 1,
differences for k2 were not significant even using a
t-test. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that in this case the
vertical but not the horizontal data fell close to predic-
tions. A separate two-way ANOVA on the horizontal
ridge data showed a significant main effect of scaling
(F6,303.86, PB0.05) but inspection of Fig. 4 shows
this to be small in size and much less than for the
vertical ridges. This weak but significant effect for the
horizontal ridges confirms the similar finding from Ex-
periment 1. A separate two-way ANOVA for the verti-
cal ridges showed a strong scaling effect (F3,6015.07,
PB0.001), which Fig. 4 indicates was present at all
baseline amplitudes. The size of this effect was c.73% of
theoretical predictions for k values of 4 and 6. As in
Experiment 1, for values of kB2 the vertical and
horizontal ridge data are similar. The predicted differ-
ences in this range are small (B0.5 cm) and even more
than in Experiment 1, the psychophysical procedure
proved insensitive to such differences (most observers
chose to use integer values for their amplitude
judgements).
4. General discussion
The fact that k scaling affected amplitude perceptions
of vertical ridges demonstrates that 6 information is
used by the human visual system. Our studies thus
confirm the now widely accepted conclusion that hu-
man vision takes account of 6 in its use of disparity
information for the recovery of 3D scene structure,
even for quite small fields of view.
The main result we wish to emphasise, however, is
the anisotropy in the 6 scaling effect on curved surfaces.
That is, larger scalings strongly affected the perceived
amplitudes of the vertical ridges but had only a small
effect on the horizontal ones. The observed anisotropy
is as predicted by our specific disparity correction hy-
pothesis. The failure to find scaling effects in Experi-
ment 1 for kB2 (simulated distances \25 cm) and in
Experiment 2 for kB4 (simulated distances \12.5 cm)
could reflect the small size of the predicted effects for
small k in relation to the sensitivity of the psychophys-
ical techniques used.
This is an important methodological point to empha-
sise. A referee has questioned the general validity of our
results on the grounds that we have found an an-
isotropy effect only for distances much nearer than the
‘normal’ range of viewing distances, because the k4
and k6 conditions were equivalent to the near fixa-
tion distances of 12.5 and 8.5 cm, respectively. We
think this is a misleading way to view our results for
two reasons in addition to the one already noted of
methodological insensitivity. First, a significant t value
was obtained for k2 (d25 cm) in Experiment 1,
with the associated data falling almost exactly on the
prediction lines. Second, we have long maintained that
it is important to interpret the effects of manipulating 6
within a cue integration context (Frisby, 1984; Ga˚rding
et al., 1995). The importance of so doing has recently
been demonstrated by Banks and Backus (1998) in
experiments investigating the combined effects of 6,
vergence and perspective on the induced effect. Perhaps
we observed 6 scaling effects only for near simulated
distances because only when 6 scaling is large can it
compete against the other cues that were available in
our study which, like others in this general area, used a
cue conflict paradigm.
For these various reasons we argue that the failure to
find significant anisotropic (or indeed any) scaling ef-
fects for small k does not detract in an important way
from the positive result of finding them for large k. The
most reasonable presumption, we believe, is that our
clear evidence for predicted anisotropy in the effects of
6 scaling when k is large reflects the existence of a
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disparity correction mechanism whose operating range
is not limited to the near distances which our methods
proved best suited to investigate. It would be odd if the
visual system utilised 6 for disparity correction only for
very near distances. Having evolved or learnt the trick,
why not exploit it elsewhere? Also, it would certainly be
wrong to argue that we have found evidence against
scaling effects in the ‘normal’ range of viewing dis-
tances. If a microscope lacks the necessary optical
power, failure to see a structure cannot be taken as
evidence that the structure does not exist.
Anisotropy in the effects of 6 scaling does not favour
differentially any one of the computational disparity
correction schemes analysed in detail in Ga˚rding et al.
(1995). Nevertheless, because the def and polar angle
disparity theories appear to be ruled out as models of
human stereo vision on other grounds, namely the
failure to find their predicted effects from very local
manipulations of 6 (Ga˚rding et al., 1995; Adams et al.,
1996), this result in practice can be said to favour the
regional disparity correction theory amongst the
present contenders for a disparity correction process in
human vision. Of course, better models of stereopsis
may well emerge in due course.
Our anisotropy result is difficult to explain in terms
of any theory using 6 for computing metric representa-
tions for small field stimuli as they all predict orienta-
tion isotropy (as explained in the Introduction, this
statement allows for the quantitative domination of the
Vieth-Mu¨ller effect by the d scaling effect). Moreover,
those theories also predict much bigger effects than
were observed here even for the vertical ridges.
Nevertheless, the fact that there were significant al-
beit weak effects for the horizontal ridges means that
our data cannot rule out some kind of disparity nor-
malisation process using 6 even for small fields of view.
Perhaps this indicates the existence of a two stage
process in which the d used for disparity normalisation
is derived from a number of sources, including 6, as
suggested in Ga˚rding et al. (1995); (see their fig. 13). In
the case of small field stimuli, the input from 6 regard-
ing d could be almost entirely, but not completely in all
circumstances, overwhelmed by contradictory oculomo-
tor or other information (Rogers & Bradshaw, 1993;
Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995). Exactly what factors deter-
mine the circumstances in which, for small field stimuli,
some feint sign of a 6 influence on disparity normalisa-
tion can be detected is a question for future research.
Note that Cumming et al. (1991) found, for horizontal
cylinders of similar sizes to our own, no significant
effects at all from 6 scaling.
Although we have been concerned in this paper with
psychophysical experiments testing whether a computa-
tional theory is implemented in human vision, no
claims are made about which ‘co-ordinate system’, if
any, is used internally by the brain. There is an infinity
of possibilities, and we would be surprised if it were
somehow found that brain cells represent anything like
cartesian or polar angle:eccentricity co-ordinates. Our
use of (h, 6) co-ordinates is dictated only by mathemat-
ical convenience, and we could in principle describe the
regional disparity correction theory using any non-sin-
gular co-ordinate system. Equally, the polar angle dis-
parity scheme, viewed as a computational model for
obtaining stereoscopic depth, could perfectly well be
implemented on the basis of a cartesian (h, 6) represen-
tation of disparity. Hence, when we state that 6 is used
by the human visual system, this is simply a short-hand
way of saying that the computational procedure is not
using h alone. This statement is completely neutral
regarding the internal co-ordinate system used by the
visual system. Analogously, our ruling out of polar
angle disparities concerns the computational model
only (which uses the angular component of each dispar-
ity vector to compute local relief), and not the possibil-
ity of an internal polar angle:eccentricity
representation. We agree with the implication of (an-
other) referee’s comment that a discussion of which
co-ordinate system is in some sense ‘best’ is irrelevant
to our concerns, since computational theories can be
described in any reasonable co-ordinate system, and the
question of which co-ordinate system is ‘used by brain
cells’ concerns a totally different level which may be
indeterminable by psychophysical experiments.
In summary, our main empirical result is a species of
anisotropy in the effects of 6 scaling on curved surfaces.
There was little effect of 6 scaling on the horizontal
ridges, but there was a strong effect on the vertical
ridges for the larger values of k (simulated distances
525 cm). The results for vertical ridges show that the
values of 6 generated were sufficiently large to be used
by the human visual system, and it is consistent with
the use of 6 for disparity correction. The results for
horizontal ridges show that 6 played at most a small
role for disparity normalisation. This kind of an-
isotropy thus supports the hypothesis that human vi-
sion computes relief representations using vertical
disparities, and that it makes little use of them for
computing metric representations for small fields of
view.
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Appendix A
The predicted perceived amplitude of a parabolic
ridge after 6 scaling is given by the expression:
a %
da (1.0k)b2
(d ((1.0k)b2:(da)))
where ddistance to the screen (50 cm in our experi-
ments), kd:d % (see text), a true amplitude of the
ridge (3, 5 or 7 cm), and b half-width of the base of
the parabola (4 cm).
This assumes that a veridical estimate of d is avail-
able to the system and that the amplitude is judged by
comparing the disparity at the peak with that of the
most distant points of the surface. Note that this equa-
tion can be rearranged to calculate the prediction in the
apparently circular cylinder task of Experiment 1,
where a % is set at 5 cm and the value of a that gives rise
to this would be the predicted setting for an observer
under a particular value of k.
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